tamins. Thus, the structure of a protein is optimized to specifically bind these components as it performs its function.
Introduction
The Human Genome Project has generated a considerable amount of genetic information that is inundating The Human Genome Project [13] 4, 6] . [14] . Using traditional biochemical approaches to obDevelopment of database systems to support biologtain functional information for this immense collection ical research has gained widespread momentum over of proteins is not feasible, as years of research are typthe last five years [2, 3, 4] . An important criticism of ically required to identify the function of a single prothese biological databases has been a disregard for the tein [5] .
analyses that may need to be performed on the data [3] .
Given that "function follows form", the Protein Overall, databases have not been efficiently designed to Structure Initiative has focused on inferring function address biological research needs. There have been refrom protein structures and has embarked on an ambicent efforts to design databases (e.g., SPINE; [3, 6] ) tious effort to determine a structure for all proteins. Lx ID NMR spectrum for the mixture of the same set trum for a specific small molecule or protein will conof compounds with the addition of the target protain a peak corresponding to the resonance absorbance tein (compound-protein spectrum). A change in the for each unique 1H nucleus in the molecule. Dependintensity of the peaks, specifically a decline in the ing on the complexity of the molecule, there will be compound-protein spectrum relative to the reference numerous 1H resonance peaks where clusters of overspectrum is indicative of protein binding (Figure 1 ). lapping peaks are very common. The complexity of an Spectra comparison is complicated due to several NMR spectra can be simplified by spreading out the indata issues. These include the challenges of lack of a formation into 2D, 3D or even 4-dimensions. common scale between spectra, differentiating peaks The Functional NMR screen is based on the knowlfrom noise, the presence of protein NMR signals in edge that a protein by nature has been optimized to the compound-protein spectrum, the presence of wainteract with a unique and specific target [12] . Such a ter and buffer NMR peaks, the variability in peak po- any meaningful analysis of NMR data, the algorithm needs to address key data analyzability issues, such as:
1. Scale: The scale of the peak intensities in a NMR spectrum differs from spectrum to spectrum. The lack of a common scale makes spectra comparison base server. MySQL is a free, fast, robust, reliable open difficult. source relational database that supports all known platforms and requires less hardware resources. The 2. Noise: The problem of noise in scientific data is computational analysis techniques for NMR spectra well-acknowledged and NMR spectra are no excepcomparison are implemented using Perl 5.8.6. Perl is a tions [8] . Data web server, and respond to requests for web pages.
4. Peaks shift or merge: After the addition of the proIt gives a persistent Perl interpreter embedded in the tein to the compound mixture containing the poweb server. Users can access the information through tential ligands, some of the peaks in the resulting a graphical user interface. The binding site on the pro-NMR spectrum shift from their original position in tein structures can be viewed using VMD-XPLOR. The the reference spectrum. In some cases, the peaks whole system is implemented on a Red Hat Linux 7.3 merge together to form a new peak. These shifts platform.
or changes in peaks introduce additional complexity to the problem of finding changes in peak in-
The spectra comparison method used in this study tensities relative to the reference spectrum.
is described in Algorithm SPECTRA COMPARISON. 5. Overlapping peaks: The NMR spectra someAlgorithm SPECTRA COMPARISON times contain peaks that have overlapping Input: Reference ligand mixture spectrum ASCII regions. These peaks are often difficult to disdata file RefMix; Compound mixture+protein cern from each other in the graphical display spectrum ASCII data file CompProt; Unof the spectra. On the other hand, manual inknown protein spectrum ASCII data file UnProt; spection of the actual data points is not feasible List of peaks to be monitored in the refer-(there are a total of 8192 points per specence spectrum PRef; Peak assignments for each trum). ligand PLig.
The proposed algorithm addresses these data anaOutput: Score for each compound; Compound that lyzability issues in the following ways: binds the strongest. (a) Find the highest z-score in ligand mix correand 5.0 ppm and the buffer peaks occur between sponding to the peak position with an error the frequency positions of 3.6 ppm and 3.9 ppm.
tolerance of ± 0.03 ppm. The algorithm is designed to disregard the regions (b) scoring value := z-score of peak position in of the spectrum that correspond to the water and RefMix / (z-score of peak position in RefMix buffer peaks.
-z-score in ligand mix). 4 
